
 
 
 

RAC Meeting 
Thursday, April 19th 

 
Creative Coworkers, Buzzer 010, 343 Railway Street  

 
Call in phone no: 778.786.8222 

Conference Code: 716-2138 
Weblink: http://bit.ly/2FHSIdR 

 
 

*To be shared with RAC and local committee chairs 1 week prior to meeting to ask if have anything 
would like to add to the agenda. Will need editing access. 

 
 

MINUTES 
1. Call to order & introductions 

Navdeep, Morgan, Jeff R, Fiona, Annie, Tony,  
Call in - Alex, Jeff R, Arno, Stephen,  
 

2. HUB Action Update - Navdeep 
 
 

3. Cycling Benchmarking Update- Jeff L (Vancouver) 
No significant update,  efforts continue to raise funds, not at a point to hire staff or make any 
commitment 
Have been talking to TransLink about how to gather data and Jeff is using that to transfer our data 
onto the new software.  learning to see how we can scale it. 
 

4. Biannual regional action gathering (June) - Annie/Jeff R (RAC) 
Workingteam Annie, Jeff and Navdeep.  Jeff and Annie reached out to committee chairs to have a 
conversations 

- how are the doing, etc? 
- some of the findings will be discussed at board level 
- best date for all committee meeting is fourth week of month, Thurs June 28 
- location that might be geographically central? Should we send a poll out to find a location 
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- potential topics: RAC all committee gathering 

- municipal elections 
- membership & attendance 
- external partnerships 
- coordination and idea sharing between committees 
- UnGapTheMap 
- TransLink major bike update 
- Phibbs Exchange 
- help build cohesiveness 

 
ACTION: going out to local committees and finding topics that are more helpful to local committees 
 

5. NACTO Urban Bikeway Design Workshop - Jeff L (Vancouver) 
Navdeep will update the poll to add two more days on June and take out first day of May 
 

6. Lower Lynn Interchanges - Tony (North Shore) 
working to get the approaches in lower lynn need to be identified.  public info open till May 9 and 
please come participate (ride and give feedback) 
Now is the time to submit your suggestions for Phase two 
Need help from RAC and Board to get the info to Ministry 
Jeff: schedule a talk post meeting to plan action (Jeff, Tony) 
 
ONGOING ITEMS 

1. Regular Updates 
a. Massey - Jeff L 

No update 
 

b. Brunette Interchange and CVG - Arno/Richard 
Morgan - no updates as there currently no project.  Keep the project on pause and working 
group can continue working.  
> Use TransLink Bike Network as framework to reach out to the Muni’s to plan a Bike Highway 
> Take CVG update 
 

c. Alex Fraser Bridge - Peter S 
Peter got a response and they are doing tiny little things and nothing major happening. 
 

d. Pattullo Bridge - Tim Y 
Morgan - this is a excellent opportunity for multi committee project.  

 
 

2. Roundtable Updates: one minute update from each local committee 
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NORTH SHORE: Park Royal: reached out to council to connect North Van and West Van cycle paths. 
West Van Council  have come back and don’t think it is wide enough. Feel like we have been short 
changed by the council. 
 
RICHMOND - Met Public works people last night in Richmond.  River Road is still a very hot topic. 
Committee does not meet in July and Aug, but  will get the paper ready by mid June. Arno suggested 
reaching out to a champion within City Hall to help out” 
 
SURREY - there are plans of quite a large infr upgrade in city centre. Ken is making connection with 
City of Surrey.  Met with TransLink and City to connect 
 
VANCOUVER - big news is design concept for Arbutus Greenway. Good job of building a robust 
design and now it really is upto funding.  City will be looking for funding by selling sections of the 
greenway that the city won’t be using. We might have a clear picture before end of year. 
 
City is looking for five year plan and we have submitted our one year plan.  They are trying to get as 
many things as possible in June July before things slow down leading upto the election. 
 
BURNABY - MLA from Burnaby North is in talks with MoTI.  Burnaby is planning to move away from 
council and is looking to partner with local businesses like EA to build better infrastructure 
 
 
NEW BUSINESS/OTHER ITEMS 
Next Meeting Date - Thursday, May 18 
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